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1. Introduction

In a typical tort case in the United States the plaintiff’s attorney receives his

compensation in form of a contingent fee. Under this payment scheme the

attorney gets a share of the judgements if his client wins and nothing if his

client loses. A common practice is to use a sliding scale: the attorney gets

one-third if the case is settled without trial, 40% if the plaintiff wins at trial,

and 50% if a judgement for the plaintiff is affirmed on appeal.

Contingent fees are the dominant form of payment for plaintiffs’ attorneys

in personal injury litigation in the United States. According to Kritzer (1990)

individual litigants tend to use contingent fees, mostly in torts (87%) and

contracts (53%); hourly fees are essentially used in divorce and other domestic

issues.

In contrast, in Europe contingent legal fees are strictly forbidden: Pactum

cuota litis is not allowed by the ethical code of the European association

of lawyers. Nevertheless, market pressure has led some countries to allow

conditional fees. Under conditional fees the lawyer gets an upscale premium if

the case is won. This premium is not related to the adjudicated amount. The

United Kingdom started introducing conditional fees in the nineties, followed

by Belgium and the Netherlands; the latter is now considering to formally

allow contingent fees. Spain, France, Italy, and Portugal are considering the

introduction of conditional fees. Germany has also relaxed some restrictions

by means of third party contingent contracts, though not to the extreme of

accepting conditional fees; see Kirstein and Rickman (2004).1

The type of contract for legal fees has been changing rapidly all over Eu-

rope, clearly following the US tendency, but still not to the point of allowing

contingent fees. Both contingent and conditional fees pay for performance

by compensating the lawyer by a higher fee if the case is won. The main

difference between contingent and conditional fees is that the former pays a

percentage of the judgement whereas the latter pays an upscale premium not

related to the adjudicated amount.

1In class action suits yet another type of contract is used. Under the loadstar fee,
contingent on class victory, the attorney receives a fair compensation for the time spent
on the case multiplied by a factor reflecting the degree of risk and the quality of work.
In contrast to the output-based contingency fees, the loadstar method is input-based; see
Klement and Neeman (2004).
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Previous literature, which we describe at the end of the Introduction,

has mostly addressed the virtues of contingent legal fees, but has ignored the

possibility of conditional legal fees. In this paper we compare conditional and

contingent fees in a set-up where the client has private information about her

case.

We consider two scenarios. In the first scenario clients have cases with

different merits. In the second scenario all cases have the same merit but

differ in risk. Clients hire an attorney to take their case to court. Attorneys

engage in Bertrand competition.

We do not allow for contracts with payments from the attorney to the

client. We thus rule out the possibility that the lawyer buys the case from

the client and we do not allow for penalties the lawyer has to pay to the

client if the case is lost. This restriction follows from the champerty doctrine

in the US and the forbidden pactum cuota litis in Europe.

Attorneys strategically choose how much effort they put into a case.

Therefore, contracts have to be high-powered to provide incentives for high

effort. More precisely, contracts may not entail fixed wages; the lawyer gets

nothing when the case is lost. Accordingly, in our setup a contingent fee is

simply given by a share of the adjudicated amount the attorney gets when

the case is won; a conditional fee is given by a fixed amount for the lawyer

if the case is won. Under both contractual forms the lawyer gets nothing if

the case is lost.

With asymmetric information about the merits, only a conditional fee

contract is offered in equilibrium. This contract induces high effort and

lawyers just break even. To see this, suppose that a contingent and a condi-

tional fee contract are offered simultaneously. Then clients with strong cases

prefer the conditional fee because they need not share the residual returns.

In contrast, clients with weak cases prefer contingency fees because the attor-

ney’s share is lower than the conditional fee. If a lawyer offers a contingent

fee contract, he only attracts low merit cases; the lawyer thus gets a negative

selection of all cases. The expected returns of this contract do not cover the

attorney’s cost of effort so that he will not offer it in the first place.

With identical merit and asymmetric information about risks, only a

contingent fee contract is offered in equilibrium. This contract induces high

effort and lawyers just break even. If a contingent and a conditional contract
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are offered simultaneously, high risk clients prefer the conditional fee and low

risk clients prefer the contingent fee. To see this note that high risk cases

have high stakes but a low probability to prevail. Under conditional fees the

lawyer does not participate in the high stakes; he gets a fixed amount if the

case is won. The expected returns of the attorney are, however, decreasing

in risk. In contrast, under contingent fees the lawyer’s expected share is

constant and independent of risk. Since the lawyer gets a fraction of the

outcome, under contingent fees he is compensated for a low probability to

prevail by a high reward if the client wins. Low risk clients prefer contingent

fees because for them a share of the outcome is less than the conditional fee

that they are very likely to pay. If a lawyer offers a conditional fee contract,

he attracts only high risk clients; the lawyer thus gets a negative selection of

all cases. The expected returns of this contract do not cover the attorney’s

cost of effort so that he does better not offer it in the first place.

Our results should become clearer once we draw the analogy between

contingent and conditional fees (without fixed wage components) and equity

contracts and standard debt contracts (without collateral) to finance risky

projects. Our cases are risky projects as are the investment opportunities of

entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs need capital from investors, our clients need

effort from lawyers. Capital/effort are lost when the project fails/when the

case is lost.

Under equity finance the investor gets a share of the project’s returns.

So does the attorney under contingent fees. Under a standard debt contract

the investor gets a fixed payment (interest plus principle) in non-bankruptcy

states and nothing in bankruptcy states. Under conditional fees the attor-

ney gets a fixed premium if the case is won and nothing when the case is

lost. Accordingly, contingent and conditional fees generate the same payoff

structure as equity and standard debt finance.

Our results are thus related to the literature on adverse selection in credit

markets, starting with Stiglitz and Weiss (1981). We derive an extended

version of a result by De Meza and Webb (1987): they show that with asym-

metric information about returns, investors prefer debt over equity; if there

is asymmetric information about risk, investors prefer equity over debt.2

2De Meza and Webb assume pooling. A collateral is not used to screen entrepreneurs.
In our model pooling is endogenous. The attorney’s choice of effort rules out fixed wage
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Let us now briefly summarize the literature. Contingent fees may be seen

as a mechanism to finance cases when the plaintiff is liquidity constrained and

capital markets are imperfect. Similarly, they may be used by the attorney

and her client to share the risk generated by the case efficiently. See, e.g.,

Posner (1986, 534-540).

Another explanation is related to the use of contingent legal fees in class-

action litigation (Lynk, 1990, Klement and Neeman, 2004) and third-party

involvement in litigation, such as insurance companies (Kirstein and Rick-

man, 2004).

The other explanations for contingent fees are all based on asymmetric

information between the lawyer and his client. Contingent fees can be used to

address a moral hazard problem: If the client cannot observe the attorney’s

effort, then tying the attorney’s fees to the trial’s outcome provides better in-

centives to exert efficient effort than hourly fees which tend to induce shirking

(Danzon, 1983; Halpern and Turnbull, 1983; Gravelle and Waterson, 1993;

Polinsky and Rubinfeld, 2003; Emons and Garoupa 2004).

Rubinfeld and Scotchmer (1993) suppose that the attorney has better

information about his ability and the plaintiff has better information about

the merits of her case. A high-quality attorney will signal his ability by

working for a high contingency percentage and a low fixed fee. A client who

has a high-quality case will be willing to pay a high fixed fee and a low con-

tingency percentage, while a client with a low-quality case will prefer a low

fixed fee and a high contingency percentage. In Rubinfeld and Scotchmer a

contingency fee contract consists of a fixed wage plus a share of the adjudi-

cated amount. Since contingency contracts are two-dimensional, they obtain

separating equilibria. It is rather straightforward to obtain similar sepa-

rating equilibria with two-dimensional conditional contracts.3 In our set-up

both types of contracts are one-dimensional which precludes Rubinfeld and

Scotchmer type separating equilibria.

Dana and Spier (1993) and Emons (2000) look at the role of the attorney

as an expert. Clients do not know the merits of their case. The attorney as

components and thus any possibility to screen clients. Our modelling of mean preserving
spreads follows Hellmann and Stiglitz (2000).

3A conditional contract with a fixed wage corresponds to the standard debt contract
with a collateral. If banks choose the collateral and the interest rate, only separating
equilibria exist; see Bester (1985).
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the expert finds out about these merits. In Dana and Spier (1993) the lawyer

recommends whether to pursue or drop the case; they conclude the optimal

compensation scheme will pay the attorney a share of the plaintiff’s award.

In Emons (2000) the attorney recommends how much work to put into the

case; he finds that paying the attorney by the hour is generally better than

using contingent fees.

The economic literature on conditional fees is essentially UK-based (Mac-

lean and Rickman, 1999; Yarrow, 2001; Fenn et. al, 2004) and has been

concerned with the impact on the outcome of legal cases and the effects on

the demand and supply of legal aid.

In Emons and Garoupa (2004) we compare conditional and contingent fees

in a principal-agent framework where the lawyer chooses unobservable effort

after he has observed the amount at stake. Contingent fees provide better

incentives than conditional fees independently of whether upfront payments

are restricted to be non-negative or not. Under contingent fees the attorney

uses his information about what is at stake more efficiently.

In the next section we describe the model. In section 3 we derive our

basic result. Section 4 concludes. Proofs are relegated to the Appendix.

2. The Model

We consider a large set of clients each of which has a case. A case may be

either lost or won. If the case is lost, the client gets nothing. When the client

wins, she gets J ≥ 0. The probability of prevailing is given as 1/σ, σ ≥ 1.

Accordingly, a case is a random variable

J̃ =
{

0, with (σ − 1)/σ;
J, with 1/σ.

The expected adjudicated amount is E(J̃) := µ = J/σ and the variance is

V ar(J̃) = µ2(σ − 1). Accordingly, if µ is constant, σ measures the risk of a

case. More precisely, if we hold µ constant and increase σ, we have a mean

preserving spread; see Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970).

We consider two different sources of asymmetric information. In the first

scenario the amount at stake J ∈ [0,∞) is known to the client but not to

the lawyer. The probability to prevail 1/σ is the same for all cases and

common knowledge. Asymmetric information with respect to J translates
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into asymmetric information about the expected adjudicated amount µ ∈
[0,∞) which is distributed with c.d.f. F (µ). Therefore, we will talk about

asymmetric information about µ and call it scenario µ).

In scenario σ) all cases have the same expected adjudicated amount µ

which is common knowledge. Here the risk σ ∈ [1,∞) is distributed with

c.d.f. G(σ). The realization of σ is known to the client but not to the lawyer.

Accordingly, only the client knows whether she has a case with a low J and

high probability to prevail (a low risk case) or a case where J is high and

1/σ low (a high risk case).

To take a case to court a client needs a lawyer. There are at least two

risk neutral lawyers with unlimited capacity. Lawyers engage in Bertrand

competition which we will make more precise below.

Attorneys either provide zero effort or high effort e > 0. With zero effort

the probability to prevail is zero. With high effort e the probability to win

equals 1/σ as described above. Effort is not observed by the client. Lawyers

only incur the cost of effort which, for simplicity, equals the level of effort

{0, e}. When the lawyer is indifferent as to the choice of effort, he goes for

high effort. In scenario σ) let µ ≥ e so that all cases should be taken to

court. In scenario µ) only those cases with µ ≥ e should be prosecuted.

By giving lawyers the zero effort option, we effectively rule out contracts

entailing fixed wages. To see this, first note that we do not allow for con-

tracts with payments from the attorney to the client. We thus rule out the

possibility that the lawyer buys the case from the client and we do not allow

for penalties the lawyer has to pay to the client if the case is lost. This

restriction is implied by the champerty doctrine in the US and the forbidden

pactum cuota litis in Europe.

Therefore, in our set-up conditional fees can pay the lawyer a fixed wage

plus a fixed extra if the case is won; contingent fees can give the attorney

a fixed wage plus a share of the adjudicated amount. Now suppose that

under either fee structure the fixed wage is positive. Then the lawyer can

ensure himself a positive payoff: he provides zero effort and cashes in on the

fixed wage. Due to Bertrand competition this can, however, not happen in

equilibrium: any positive payoff will be competed away. As we will see later

in equilibrium lawyers offer contracts the returns of which just cover their

effort cost e.
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Accordingly, given that we can rule out any fixed wage components, a

conditional fee contract is given by

{
d, if the case is won;
0, if the case is lost;

with d ≥ 0. A contingent fee contract is given by

{
αJ, if the case is won;
0, if the case is lost;

with α ∈ [0, 1]. In what follows we will identify a conditional fee contract by

d and a contingent fee contract by α.

Under the conditional fee contract d with high lawyer effort e the client’s

expected utility is

U(d) =
1

σ
(J − d) = µ − d

σ

and the lawyer’s expected utility per client (the expected return per client)

amounts to

V (d) =
d

σ
− e.

If the lawyer picks zero effort, U(d) = V (d) = 0.

Under the contingent fee contract α with high lawyer effort e the client’s

expected utility is

U(α) = (1 − α)µ

and the lawyer’s expected utility per client amounts to

V (α) = αµ − e.

With zero effort, U(α) = V (α) = 0. Client and lawyer participate as long as

U, V ≥ 0.

The sequencing of events is as follows. In the first stage each lawyer offers

one contract: either a conditional fee d ≥ 0 or a contingent fee contract

α ∈ [0, 1]. In the second stage each client chooses either one contract on

offer or no contract at all. In the third stage attorneys form their beliefs

about the µ (σ) of their clientele and pick their effort. Clients maximize

the expected difference between abjudicated amount and payments to the

lawyer. Attorneys maximize their expected wages minus effort cost.
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We focus on symmetric perfect Bayesian equilibria of this screening game.4

Note that both types of contracts are one dimensional. Accordingly, it is not

possible for lawyers to screen clients with contingent contracts alone (con-

ditional contracts alone). We can thus expect some pooling in equilibrium.

Nevertheless, there is the possibility that in equilibrium a contingent and

a conditional contract are offered simultaneously, each of which attracts a

different set of clients.

3. Equilibria

Let us now describe equilibrium behavior of our game. It turns out that

the equilibria have a neat structure. In scenario µ) all attorneys offer a

conditional fee and no contingent fee contract. Attorneys provide high effort

under the conditional fee and just break even. Client’s whose µ exceeds the

effort cost e buy the contract. In scenario σ) all attorneys offer a contingent

fee and no conditional fee contract. Attorneys provide high effort under the

contingent fee and make zero-profits. All clients buy the contract.

Proposition 1: With asymmetric information about µ, there exists an equi-

librium where all attorneys offer the conditional fee contract d∗ = eσ and no

contingent fee contract. All clients with µ ≥ e buy the contract. Lawyers

correctly expect E(µ) =
∫ ∞
e µdF (µ) and choose high effort.

With asymmetric information about σ, there exists an equilibrium where

all attorneys offer the contingent fee contract α∗ = e/µ and no conditional

fee contract. All clients buy the contract. Lawyers correctly expect E(σ) =∫ ∞
1 σdG(σ) and choose high effort.

The intuition for the first result is as follows. Suppose a contingent fee

d and a conditional fee contract α are offered simultaneously. Then those

clients whose µ is above d/ασ prefer the conditional fee while those clients

with µ below d/ασ go for the contingent contract.

The reason for this self-selection of clients is that clients with strong cases

(high µ) prefer the conditional fee because they need not share the residual

returns. The payment to the attorney is fixed at d and the client keeps the

4In a screening game the uninformed party moves first; in a signaling game the informed
party moves first.
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high J − d, which is better than giving the lawyer αJ . In contrast, clients

with weak cases (low µ) prefer contingency fees because the attorney’s share

αJ is lower than the conditional fee d.

Given this self-selection of clients, suppose now d∗ is offered on the market.

Suppose a lawyer offers a contingent fee contract α. Then this contract only

attracts clients with low µ; the lawyer thus gets a negative selection of all

cases. The expected returns of this contract do not cover the attorney’s cost

of effort so that he will not offer it in the first place.

The second result rests on the following reasoning. Suppose again a con-

tingent fee d and a conditional fee contract α are simultaneously on the mar-

ket. Then high risk clients with σ above d/αµ prefer the conditional contract

while low risk clients with σ below d/αµ go for the contingent contract.

Here high risk clients prefer the conditional fee because the expected

payment to the attorney is decreasing in σ: the lower the probability to

prevail 1/σ, the lower the lawyer’s expected fee d/σ. If the case is won under

conditional fees, the lawyer doesn’t participate in the high J ; he just gets

his fixed conditional fee d. The lawyer does, however, participate in the

low probability to prevail. In contrast, under contingent fees, the lawyer’s

expected share αµ is independent of σ. Since the lawyer gets a fraction of

the outcome, under contingent fees he is compensated for a low probability

to prevail by a high share in case the client wins. Low risk clients prefer

contingent fees because for them αµ is less than d/σ.

With this self-selection of clients, let α∗ be offered on the market. Suppose

a lawyer offers a conditional fee contract d. Then this contract only attracts

high risk clients; the lawyer thus gets a negative selection of all cases. The

expected returns of this contract do not cover the attorney’s cost of effort so

that he does better not offer it in the first place.

We thus find that in both scenarios only one type of contract is offered

in equilibrium: with uncertainty about µ we observe only conditional fee

contracts; with uncertainty about σ only contingent fee contracts will be

offered.

By giving lawyers the zero effort option, we rule out fixed wages which,

in turn, makes both types of contracts one dimensional. Therefore, it is not

possible to screen clients with just one of two types of contracts as is the case

in Rubinfeld and Scotchmer (1993). We thus impose some pooling. Yet, as
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we have seen in the preceding paragraphs, it is still possible to have some

separation of clients if a contingent and a conditional contract are on the

market at the same time. Nevertheless, this does not happen in equilibrium.

In both scenarios only one contract is offered in equilibrium and no separation

takes place.

Note, however, that although clients are lumped together, our pooling

equilibria are efficient. Only those clients with cases worthwhile to be taken

to court hire an attorney. Moreover, even though our equilibria are of the

pooling type, clients with good cases do not subsidize clients with bad cases.

In scenario µ) all clients pay the same expected amount d∗/σ = e; in scenario

σ) they all pay α∗µ = e.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have compared conditional and contingent fees in a frame-

work where lawyers are not informed about the clients’ cases. If there is

asymmetric information about the merits of cases, in equilibrium we will

only observe conditional fees. If there is asymmetric information about the

risk of cases, only contingent fee contracts are offered in equilibrium. These

findings are related to similar results in the literature on adverse selection in

credit markets. Contingent and conditional fees give rise to the same payoff

structure as do equity finance and a standard debt contract.

In the US contingent fees are widely used, in particular by small law

firms. In contrast, many large law firms in the US do operate on the basis

of a flat fee plus a bonus for performance, i.e., conditional fees, rather than

contingent fees (Kritzer, 1990). Accordingly, contingent and conditional fees

co-exist in the US, as do equity and debt finance in credit markets. Our

model’s explanation of this co-existence is that for small law firms risk is

the major source of asymmetric information whereas for large law firms the

merits of cases are uncertain. It will be interesting to observe what will

happen in the Netherlands, where in the future both types of contracts may

be allowed for: will conditional fees be substituted by contingent fees or will

both contractual forms be used at the same time?
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1:

Scenario µ): To solve the game, let us start with the attorneys’ effort choice in
stage 3. Denote a lawyer’s expectation about the µ of his clientele by E(µ). Under
the contingent fee α he chooses positive effort if αE(µ) ≥ e; under the conditional
fee d he picks high effort if d/σ ≥ e.

Let us now turn to the second stage. Let there be one type of conditional fee
contract d and one type of contingent fee contract α on the market. If α < e/E(µ)
consumers do not buy the contingent contract α because the attorney will go for
zero effort in stage 3. Similarly, if d < e/σ consumers do not buy the conditional
contract d.

Next consider the case where α < e/E(µ) and d ≥ e/σ. Then α has no
customers and clients with µ ≥ d/σ buy d. If α ≥ e/E(µ) and d < e/σ, d has no
customers. All clients buy α so that E(µ) =

∫ ∞
0 µdF (µ).

Consider now the case α ≥ e/E(µ) and d ≥ e/σ so that both contracts induce
high effort in stage 3. Then clients with µ ≥ d/ασ prefer the conditional contract
d and clients with µ < d/ασ prefer the contingent fee contract α. To see this
note that U(d) = µ − d/σ ≥ U(α) = (1 − α)µ ⇔ µ ≥ d/ασ. Moreover,
U(d) ≥ 0 ∀µ ≥ d/ασ. For the contingent contract α, E(µ) =

∫ d/ασ
0 µdF (µ).

Let us no turn to the first stage. All attorneys will offer the conditional fee
contract d∗ = eσ. To see this first note that the return per client under high effort
e is V (d∗) = d∗/σ − e = 0 so that the lawyer provides high effort.

If an attorney unilaterally deviates to d > d∗, he will lose all his customers. If
he deviates to d < d∗, he loses all clients because this deviation induces zero effort.
Accordingly, a deviation to another conditional fee contract is not profitable.

Next suppose an attorney deviates to a contingent fee α. If the contingent
fee contract induces zero effort, it will not attract clients. Therefore, suppose
the contingent fee implements high effort e. Then we know from our analysis
of stage 2 that all customers with µ < d/ασ prefer the contingent fee α, i.e.,
U(α) = (1 − α)µ > µ − d∗/σ = U(d∗). But this implies αµ < d∗/σ = e, so that
the lawyer will not pick high effort. Consequently, a deviation to a contingent fee
contract is not profitable.

Scenario σ): Consider the attorneys’ effort choice in stage 3. Denote the attorney’s
expectation about the risk of his clientele by E(σ). Under the contingent fee α
he picks positive effort if αµ ≥ e; under the conditional fee d effort is positive if
d/E(σ) ≥ 0.

Consider now the second stage. Let there be one type of conditional fee contract
d and one type of contingent fee contract α on the market. If α < e/µ consumers

11



do not buy the contingent contract α because the attorney will go for zero effort
in stage 3. Similarly, if d < e/E(σ) consumers do not buy the conditional contract
d.

Now take α < e/µ and d ≥ e/E(σ). α has no customers. All clients with µ ≥
d/E(σ) buy d which is either everybody or nobody. If α ≥ e/µ and d < e/E(σ),
d has no customers and everybody buys α.

Consider now the case α ≥ e/µ and d ≥ e/E(σ) so that both contracts induce
high effort in stage 3. Clients with σ ≥ d/αµ prefer the conditional contract d
and clients with σ < d/αµ prefer the contingent fee contract α. This follows since
U(d) ≥ U(α) ⇔ σ ≥ d/αµ. Furthermore, U(d) ≥ 0 ∀σ ≥ d/αµ. For the
conditional contract d, E(σ) =

∫ ∞
d/αµ σdG(σ).

Let us no turn to the first stage. All attorneys will offer the contingent fee
contract α∗ = e/µ. With this contract the return per client under high effort e is
V (α∗) = α∗µ − e = 0 so that the lawyer goes for high effort.

If an attorney unilaterally deviates to α > α∗, he loses all his customers. If he
deviates to α < α∗, he loses all clients because this deviation induces zero effort.
Accordingly, a deviation to another contingent fee contract is not profitable.

Next suppose an attorney deviates to a conditional fee d. If the contingent
fee contract induces zero effort, it will not attract clients. Therefore, suppose
the conditional fee implements high effort e. Then we know from our analysis
of stage 2 that all customers with σ > d/αµ prefer the conditional fee d, i.e.,
U(α∗) = (1 − α∗)µ < µ − d/σ = U(d). But this implies d/σ < α∗µ = e, so that
the lawyer will not pick high effort. Consequently, a deviation to a conditional fee
contract is not profitable.

Q.E.D.
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